
We share the workflow, the script and the data involved in the process of improving a corpus without losing the fruits of previous work to analyse document
structure. The amelioration of text recognition is conducted within a structured corpus of a Hebrew Language 19th Newspaper. This includes conversion of Abbyy
OCR text-region output and integration of Olive Software Preservation Markup Language Schema (PRXML) into the PAGE XML format used by Transkribus;
adaptation of Transkribus’ line detection to our RTL newspapers; XML-TEI export to external tools and the use of Transkribus API to automate the workflow. The
project will not only enable thorough digital research of a fascinating historical corpus of an important newspaper, the first daily in the Hebrew language; it also serves
as a proof-of-concept study for any future endeavour to salvage 315 other titles, entailing over two million pages, in the Jewish Historical Press collection JPRESS, of
Tel Aviv University and the National Library of Israel. The workflow can also be adopted by hundreds of digital collections worldwide which are in similar
condition. Finally, the discussion will draw lessons regarding the challenges for work along developing methods, tools and platforms
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Introduction

Hebrew Text Recognition training and interpretation The Pipeline

The impact of Layout on OCR training results 

Transkribus was used to create a ground-truth corpus of
50 pages and train a model for historical Hebrew print.
The ground truth was based on issues from the entire
publication span of 1874, as well as issues from 1875 and
1887. The corpus has varying scan quality, and includes, in
addition to the ‘Meruba’(square) Hebrew script, articles in
Rashi script which was used for the halachic sections,
(discussions of religious law). The resulting model, titled
“HaZefira3” yielded an average accuracy of 96.6% on the
trained set, and 96.7% on the test set. Training with
Transkribus’ HTR+ model showed significant
improvement, as shown in the figure below:

Transkribus accuracy comparison on the 50 ground truth pages are revealing;
Each line in the figure represents the error rate in a page. Blue represents WER (word error rate), red
represents CER (character error rate). Above: HTR based model. Below: HTR+ based model. Both
graphs shows outliers with rather high error rates: these are caused by a back page from 1887 which
contained long advertisements in Polish, rather than the Hebrew language (It will not be included in the final
ground truth), and pages of index for the articles in 1974, containing short lines with mainly names, titles and
page numbers. These were more challenging for the automatic reading because of the large number of digits,
which appear rarely in the newspaper corpus.
The more interesting phenomenon, however, is the relation of WER to CER which changes in sections of the corpus,
and can be revealed in the upper figure. The reason was found to be related to line detection: in pages 6-13 of the
corpus, which came from a 1874 issue, the red CER is higher than the blue OCR, because most of the errors were
related to commas and dots that fell outside the line. This would raise CER but not harm word accuracy

In pages 22 to 29, however, WER is significantly higher than CER. These pages are taken from an 1887
issue, containing 3 columns per page, as opposed to two columns in the older issues. The additional
column impacted the accuracy of baseline end detection and letters were either cut entirely or partially at
the beginnings and ends of line, so here again the OCR error were only an indicator of a layout analysis
failure. As on the right, having manually fixed in the Ground truth set, and a new line detection model was
trained. The accuracy comparison above shows the impact on the new model.

Available as Jupyter notebook on
Github, a modular pipeline to
automate the migration process from
the legacy PRXML to PAGE.xml,
preserving the structural information.

Similar success was achieved for the
‘RASHI’ script, a semi-cursive typeface for
the Hebrew alphabet, used in portions of
the newspaper issues.
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